We introduce the task of zero-shot style transfer between different languages. Our training data includes multilingual parallel corpora, but does not contain any parallel sentences between styles, similarly to the recent previous work. We propose a unified multilingual multi-style machine translation system design, that allows to perform zero-shot style conversions during inference; moreover, it does so both monolingually and cross-lingually. Our model allows to increase the presence of dissimilar styles in corpus by up to 3 times, easily learns to operate with various contractions, and provides reasonable lexicon swaps as we see from manual evaluation.
Introduction
It is crucial for intelligent natural language generation systems to produce text which is appropriate for the task at hand in terms of semantic content as well as style.
Due to the shortage of parallel corpora which could be used for learning to transfer style in a supervised fashion, much of recent work has been focusing on style transfer using non-parallel data (Prabhumoye et al., 2018; Mueller et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2017) . The proposed approaches mostly involve learning style representations disentangled from semantic content. Other work has been based on paraphrase data (Carlson et al., 2017) or explicit attribute substitution (Li et al., 2018) .
We do not rely on explicit separation between content and style representations nor on explicit attributes. Instead, we approach the problem from a different angle.
In this paper we propose a multilingual multistyle machine translation system that allows to modify stylistic traits of a sentence while also translating it into a different language. It uses ideas from multilingual NMT (Johnson et al., 2016; Firat et al., 2016) , while extending them to styles, and relies on source word factors as a key design choice (Sennrich and Haddow, 2016) . We use no parallel data between styles, but still can perform cross-style conversions during inference; moreover, we do so cross-lingually.
In our experiments, we evaluate the proposed model incorporating three languages and three styles. The system shows strong results as a pure machine translation model as well, which provides for good meaning preservation and fluency in output texts. The system can be easily expanded to incorporate more languages and styles (though scaling up to more languages and styles is to be tested).
The paper contains the following contributions:
• Extends the task of style transfer to multiple languages resulting in cross-lingual style transfer
• Tackles the task of cross-lingual style transfer without parallel data between styles
• Proposes a unified multilingual multi-style system design that enables cross-lingual zero-shot style transfer This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formally state the problem we attempt to solve, that is, cross-lingual zero-shot style transfer. We then describe our general approach in Section 3 and specific details of the experiments, their results, and evaluation in Section 4. Some discussion points are put forward in Section 5. Related work in the field is summarized in Section 6. Finally, in Sections 7 and 8 we present our conclusions and plans for future work. 
Problem Statement
Let L = {l 1 , l 2 , ..., l m } be a set of languages and S = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n } a set of text styles 1 .
Let e(l x , s y ) and e(l q , s p ) be sentences representing the same semantic content, but in different languages (l x/q ) and styles (s y/p ): x, q ∈ {1..m}, and y, p ∈ {1..n}, while x =q and y =p.
Our task then is to learn the mapping between sentences like e(l x , s y ) and e(l q , s p ), which we call Cross-lingual Style Transfer. Refer to Figure 1 for more details and comparison to tasks of Monolingual Style Transfer and Machine Translation.
A key point is that we do not use any parallel data between styles neither monolingually inside a single language nor cross-lingually. Since the only data available is the data between different languages inside individual styles, the task becomes harder and result predictions can be called "Zero-shot".
Approach
For our attempt at cross-lingual style transfer, we train a factored multilingual neural machine translation system, passing the desired target language and style as factors (word features), token-parallel to source texts.
The source side of one training example e, where we translate source words e 1 , e 2 , ..., e n into language l tgt and style s tgt , looks like following: |e 1 |l tgt |s tgt | |e 2 |l tgt |s tgt | ... |e N |l tgt |s tgt |, 1 We treat the term "text style" loosely as covering concepts like text domain, genre, formality and other text characteristics. lation System. In this experiment, we consider 3 languages: English (en), Franch (fr), German (de), and 3 styles: OpenSubtitles (OS), Europarl (EP), and JRC-Acquis (JRC). The image shows the data flow between language-style pairs. Arrows of the same color correspond to the parallel data. During training, source sentences in a particular language and belonging to a particular style are encoded with Factored (Sennrich and Haddow, 2016) Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) model and decoded into a different language, but the same style. At inference time, we are able to convert source sentences into different languages, and, importantly, into different styles (despite not having cross-style parallel data for training). Information about languages and styles is communicated to the model in form of the word factors.
where vertical lines highlight input words factors. The target sentence remains unchanged.
See Figure 2 for a concrete example of the training architecture and data flow. In this way, during training the model encounters examples of translation in different language directions, but texts belonging to a certain style are only translated into the same style, since we do not use any styleparallel data. Our assumption is that given enough data for different languages and styles the model should learn to match the translations not just to the output language but also to the desired style, even without having seen style-wise parallel data during training.
To perform cross-lingual style transfer, we translate texts using the trained model, passing the desired target language and style, which now may be different from the style of the source text, as factors.
Experiments

Datasets
The translation model was trained using three parallel corpora: OpenSubtitles2018 2 , a new release of the corpus presented by Lison and Tiedemann (2016) , Europarl (Koehn, 2005) and JRC-Acquis (Steinberger et al., 2006) . OpenSubtitles2018 is a corpus made up of movie and TV subtitles, Europarl consists of texts of European Parliament proceedings, and JRC-Acquis comprises legislative texts of the European Union.
We assume that there should be sufficient stylistic difference between these three corpora, especially between the more informal OpenSubtitles2018 and the other two, while acknowledging the fact that most text corpora and OpenSubtitles in particular constitute a heterogeneous mix of genres and text characteristics; however, many stylistic traits are also similar across the whole corpus, which means that these common traits can be learned as a single style.
We used three language pairs: English-German, English-French and German-French, each taken in both directions. Refer to the Figure 2 for the system architecture and data flow.
Prior to model training, we discarded all sentence pairs where at least one sentence was an empty string, consisted of more than 100 tokens, or did not contain any alphabetic characters, and pairs where token-wise length ratio exceeded 9. Table 1 shows the sizes of the training sets.
Experiment Details
All corpora were preprocessed in a standard way: they were tokenized using Moses tokenizer (Koehn et al., 2007) , true-cased and, finally, segmented using the SentencePiece 3 (Wu et al., 2016) implementation of sub-word units with a joint vocabulary of size 32000.
We trained an NMT model using the Sockeye framework (Hieber et al., 2017) . We used transformer encoder and decoder with 6 layers, transformer model size of 512, 8 attention heads and ReLU activation for both encoder and decoder. Adam optimizer was used. Source and target token embeddings were both of size 512, and factors determining target language and style had embeddings of size 4. Batch size was set to 2048 words, initial learning rate to 0.0002, reducing by a factor of 0.7 every time when validation perplexity has not improved for 8 checkpoints, which happened every 4000 updates. The model finished training during the 11th epoch, when validation perplexity has not improved for 32 consecutive checkpoints.
The parameters of a single best checkpoint were used for all translations, with beam size set to 5.
For evaluation we use the BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) metrics in cases where parallel test data is available. For evaluating style transfer without parallel data we perform a qualitative comparison using a style classifier, described in the following section.
Evaluation Results
When prompted to translate sentences into different styles, the model shows the ability to capture some key characteristics of those styles. One such characteristic in the English language is the presence of contracted forms, such as I'll, she's and so on. Contracted forms are typically abundant in informal texts, such as those making up the OpenSubtitles corpus, and are typically absent in formal and official texts, such as parliament proceedings in Europarl and legal documents in JRC-Acquis. Tables 2 and 3 show the number of contractions in test sets translated, respectively, from German and French into English in all possible style directions.
One other aspect that the model captures is the different lexical and grammatical choices appropriate for different styles. Some examples of different wording that the system uses when translating the same source sentences into different domains can be found in Table 4 for German-English and in Table 5 To support our assumption that the model at least somewhat consistently uses synonyms to discriminate between styles, we show in Tables 6 and  7 the BLEU and METEOR scores for test sets translated, respectively, from German and French into English in all style directions.
To qualitatively assess the performance of our system, we train convolutional neural network (CNN) classifiers to predict the styles of sentences presented to it, as described by Kim (2014) . We use an implementation of convolutional neural networks for text classification 4 . We train three separate two-class classifiers for English sentences, each of which aims to distinguish between one of the styles and the other two. The CNN classifiers are trained on a portion of the data used for training the NMT model, with filter sizes 3, 4 and 5, and 128 filters per size, with max-pooling, and dropout probability of 0.5. The classifiers for OpenSubtitles, Europarl and JRCAcquis achieve validation accuracy of 96%, 95% and 96% respectively. Tables 8 and 9 demonstrate, for GermanEnglish and French-English translations respectively, the percentage of sentences classified as the target class in the human-translated test sets (that is, belonging effectively to the source class) and in the test sets translated automatically into the target class.
Interpretation
It is clear that the system chooses shortened forms when translating into OpenSubtitles, even being over-eager and incorporating more of those than in the human translations. When translating into the more formal domains, it gets rid of most con- tractions (see Tables 2, 3 ) for both language pairs.
We also expect the model to use lexical variations while translating into different styles. It is clear that both BLEU and METEOR scores should fall when the sentences are translated into a different style, because human-translated references are in the style of source sentences. However, since METEOR relies on synonymy when determining matches and BLEU does not, METEOR generally decreases about twice as less as BLEU does (see Tables 12 and 13) .
Regarding the classification results, there is a consistent increase in the percentage of sentences recognized as the desired style when they are translated into that style using the Transformer NMT model. The highest rise occurs when we translate between most dissimilar styles (OS and EP) and sits in range of 200-300%. The lowest rise accordingly occurs in case of similar styles (EP, JRC). This trend is consistent across language pairs. Refer to the Tables 10, 11 for more details.
Monolingual Zero-shot Style Transfer
While the main focus of our paper has been so far on cross-lingual style transfer, as a side effect, translating from English to English while passing different target styles to the model potentially leads to a monolingual (zero-shot) style transfer. Tables 14 and 15 S src S tgt OS EP JRC OS -24.0/12.6% 25.3/12.9% EP 6.6/3.5% -3.1/1.3% JRC 9.6/5.8% 5.6/3.3% - 
Discussion
The proportion of sentences recognized as members of the desired target classes by the CNN domain classifiers remains quite low. However, we believe that such evaluation may be less suitable for our task than it is for the more typical tasks in style transfer, such as sentiment or gender transfer. Our CNN network is, in fact, a domain classifier, trained, unavoidably in our case, to classify relying not only on style, but on semantic content as well. Thus, the topic of a sentence might significantly influence the classifier decision. For example, it is highly unlikely to have words typical for such genres as fantasy or rock'n'roll in Europarl (European Parliament speech transcripts) corpus, while it is natural to expect such topics from OpenSubtitles texts. The style transfer itself can influence some lexical choices and the general feeling of the sentence, but not dramatically enough to fool our domain classification model on vast majority of cases. The topics differ significantly between the corpora we use, and semantic content should greatly influence classifier output.
From this perspective, our style transfer model is strong enough to make the domain classification model increase its predictions of the target domain by up to three times (Tables 10, 11 ). We interpret it as a solid result.
It should be also noted that while we only provide results for English as the target language for now, the system is, by design, multilingual, and there is nothing English-specific to it. All assumptions should hold true for other target languages as well. We chose English as a target language to simplify evaluation and understanding.
Related Work
The task of cross-lingual zero-shot style transfer is novel and is not discussed in the literature at the best of our knowledge. However, many recent models for style transfer that do not rely on direct parallel signal contain innate structure that is aimed to separate content and style representations (Hu et al., 2017; Mueller et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2017) . This is often done using VAE's (Kingma and Welling, 2013 ) and GAN's (Goodfellow et al., 2014) , while sometimes explicit attribute substitutions are involved (Li et al., 2018) .
We in turn employ ideas from multilingual NMT systems (Firat et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2016) , which are proven to have a high performance while also enabling translation between language pairs that we not have direct parallel corpora. We use a similar multilingual architecture while also extending its benefits to styles.
Several authors also employed machine translation ideas to support style transfer task. Approaches include back-translating languages (Prabhumoye et al., 2018) and using seq2seq architectures (Han et al., 2018) as a part of the pipeline.
Most similar work to ours conceptually is done by Carlson et al. (2017) . They aim to do monolingual zero-shot style transfer, and use 32 different English versions of Bible as their source of paraphrase training data. We use multiple languages, multiple styles, and do not rely on any explicit lexicons.
Finally, Niu et al. (2017) inspect generating NMT output with different degrees of formality. Methods include vector space models that require large mixed-topic corpora to be trained. While being similar in a way that it also modifies NMT output, the main focus of our work is cross-lingual zero-shot style transfer. Moreover, our work is not limited to generating hypotheses with different degrees formality, but arbitrary styles can be used.
Conclusion
We propose a method for cross-lingual zero-shot style transfer. While our model does not achieve high scores based on classifier output, we believe that such evaluation may be less suitable for our tasks than it is for the more typical tasks in style transfer, such as sentiment or gender transfer, because the topics differ significantly between the corpora we use, and semantic content should greatly influence classifier output.
However, the model does show promising qualitative results, demonstrating the ability to capture some important aspects of stylistic difference between domains.
Future work
In the future, we plan to assess other aspects of style differences that the model may capture, and to use help of human evaluators in assessing our results. We intend to perform a meaningful qualitative and quantitative comparison to a previously existing strong style transfer system. We also intend to train and evaluate two-language NMT systems with the same approach to learning style to see how multilinguality interferes with style transfer.
In addition, we plan to improve quantitative evaluation of the model by making the CNN classifiers more appropriate for the task, for instance, by training them as multi-class and yielding class probabilities rather than labels, and by making them more content-agnostic and style-sensitive.
i have dared to go too far ohne auch nur kurz darüber nachzudenken without even thinking about it without even thinking a little bit about it without even considering it briefly außerdem besides moreover moreover ach ja? oh, yeah? is that so? is that so? 
